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    Easy Returns* - Most eligible items can be returned within 30 days
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																Description
																

																	
																		
    


																	

																

															
											
												Ever wanted to know what your air intake is doing? Now you can check it out while it’s sealed tight behind transparent polycarbonate and machined billet aluminum. The RSD Clarity Harley Air Cleaner exposes your fuel delivery system in style like no other intake can while offering bolt-on performance. Free up your flow and get a view into your asphalt munching Harley-Davidson v-twin.
  
 Features:
  	Allows for viewing of internal intake components
	CNC machined from billet aluminum & polycarbonate
	Best in filtration and flow, K&N Air Filter included
	Backing plate promotes smooth airflow into the carb/throttle body
	All mounting hardware included
	Matching Clarity Derby Cover and Timing/Cam Cover available
	Black Ops, RSD’s newest finish option is gloss black on top of a contrasting textured black. Go covert with RSD Black Ops.
	*Not legal for sales or use on pollution controlled vehicles
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																Roland Sands Design (RSD), a renowned name in the motorcycle industry, is the brainchild of the legendary racer and designer, Roland Sands. With a rich legacy rooted in racing, RSD has carved a niche in creating high-performance motorcycle parts and trendsetting riding gear. Their expertise extends to customizing motorcycles for brands like Harley-Davidson, BMW, Indian, and Flat Track racing, showcasing a blend of style and functionality.



RSD's involvement in the Super Hooligan National Championship underscores their commitment to the racing community. This championship, known for its adrenaline-packed races, features modified street bikes, aligning perfectly with RSD's philosophy of building bikes that are as thrilling to ride as they are to behold.



Collaboration is at the heart of RSD’s ethos. Their partnership with Bell Helmets is a testament to their dedication to rider safety and style. This collaboration has led to the creation of uniquely designed helmets that provide superior protection without compromising on aesthetics. Similarly, their alliance with Whites Boots and Super73 reflects RSD's focus on quality and innovation, resulting in products that are both functional and fashionable.



RSD's parts for motorcycles like Harley-Davidson, BMW, and Indian are not just accessories; they are enhancements that elevate the riding experience. They specialize in custom parts that not only improve the performance but also add a distinct style to these bikes. For Flat Track racing enthusiasts, RSD offers specialized parts that are both lightweight and durable, essential for the rigors of the track.



The CE-certified motorcycle riding gear by RSD is a blend of safety and style. Designed for both men and women, this gear meets the highest safety standards while ensuring riders look their best. From jackets to gloves, each piece is crafted with attention to detail, offering protection without sacrificing comfort or style.



RSD’s casual collection is a nod to the lifestyle of the modern rider. This range includes apparel and accessories inspired by the motorcycling culture, perfect for those who want to carry a piece of the RSD spirit even when they are off the bike. This collection embodies the essence of RSD – a fusion of racing heritage and contemporary fashion.



Roland Sands Design stands as a beacon in the motorcycle world, continuously pushing the boundaries of innovation, safety, and style. Their commitment to quality and performance is evident in every product, making RSD a go-to brand for riders seeking the best in motorcycle gear and accessories.
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																All orders over $39.99 ship for free in the contiguous United States. Orders under $39.99 ship for a $8.00 flat rate. Shipping will be calculated at checkout for orders shipping to Alaska, Hawaii, APO Boxes, outlying territories or international addresses. 
Orders over $249.99 in the contiguous United States are eligible for one free return or exchange. Customers located outside of the contiguous United States are responsible for return shipping. 
Items returned must be in their original packaging and in unopened/unused condition. 
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											1365 Obispo Ave
Long Beach, CA 90804

(562) 493-5297
Int: +1 (877) 773-6648

Mon-Fri 9:00AM - 6:00PM PST
Sat 9:00AM - 5:00PM PST
Sun Closed
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